Grid tie inverter wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of grid tie solar wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
conventional pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It shows the components of the
circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and signal links in between the devices. A
wiring diagram typically offers info about the loved one placement as well as plan of gadgets
and also terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic
layout would certainly reveal extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram makes
use of a more symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. A
wiring diagram is frequently utilized to repair problems and also to make certain that the links
have actually been made which whatever is present. Variety of grid tie solar wiring diagram.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical links and physical format of an electric
system or circuit. It reveals exactly how the electric cords are interconnected and could
additionally show where fixtures as well as elements may be attached to the system. Use
electrical wiring diagrams to assist in building or manufacturing the circuit or digital device.
They are additionally helpful for making repair work. Do It Yourself fanatics utilize wiring
diagrams however they are additionally typical in residence structure and also automobile
repair. For instance, a house building contractor will certainly desire to verify the physical place
of electric outlets as well as lights using a wiring diagram to avoid expensive mistakes as well
as constructing code violations. A schematic reveals the plan and also feature for an electrical
circuit, however is not worried about the physical layout of the cords. Electrical wiring
representations show just how the wires are connected as well as where they ought to located
in the actual device, along with the physical connections in between all the elements. Unlike a
pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or simplified forms as well as lines to
reveal parts. Pictorial representations are frequently pictures with tags or highly-detailed
illustrations of the physical elements. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it
indicates the lines are connected. Most icons used on a wiring diagram look like abstract
variations of the actual things they represent. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a
line at an angle to the cable, much like a light switch you could flip on as well as off. A grid tie
inverter works quite like a conventional inverter, however the power output from such inverter
is fed and tied with the AC mains from the utility grid supply. As long as the mains AC supply is
present, the inverter contributes its power to the existing grid mains supply, and stops the
process when the grid supply fails. The concept is indeed very intriguing as it allows each of us
to become an utility power contributor. Imagine each house getting involved in this project to
generate overwhelming amounts of power to the grid, which in turn provides a passive income
source to the contributing residences. Making a grid tie inverter at home is considered to be
very difficult as the concept involves some strict criteria to be observed, not following may lead
to hazardous situations. In this post I have tried to present a simple grid-tie inverter circuit
which according to me takes care of all the above requirements and delivers the generated AC
into the grid safely without creating any hazardous situations. Let's try to understand the
proposed design exclusively developed by me with the help of the following points:. Again, as
usual our best friend, the IC takes the center stage in the entire application. In fact only because
of this IC the configuration could become apparently so very simple. A step down transformer
TR1 is used here for supplying the required operating voltage to the IC circuit, and as well as for
supplying the synchronization data to the IC, so that it can process the output in accordance
with the grid parameters. Pin 2 and pin 5 of the both the ICs are connected to the point after D1,
and via T3 respectively, which provides the frequency count and amplitude data of the grid AC
to the ICs respectively. The above two information provided to the ICs prompts the ICs to
modify their outputs at the respective pins in accordance with these information. The result
from the output translates this data into well optimized PWM voltage that's very much
synchronized with the grid voltage. The output of the transformer converts the input into a
perfectly synchronized AC, compatible with the existing grid AC. While connecting the TR2
output with the grid, connect a watt bulb in series with one of the wires. If the bulb glows,
means the ACs are out of phase, reverse the connections immediately and now the bulb should
stop glowing ensuring proper synchronization of the ACs. After receiving a corrective
suggestion from one of the readers of this blog Mr. One half of the IC has been configured as
the high frequency generator for feeding the other half IC which is rigged as a pulse width
modulator. The sample modulating frequency is derived from TR1 which provides the exact
frequency data to the IC so that the PWM are perfectly dimensioned in accordance with the
mains frequency. The high frequency makes sure the output is able to chop the above
modulation information to precision and provide the mosfets with an exact RMS equivalent of
the grid mains. Finally, the two transistors make sure that the mosfets never conduct together
rather only one at a time, as per the mains 50 or 60 Hz oscillations. The above circuit was

analyzed by Mr. Selim and he found some interesting flaws in the circuit. The second fault was
detected with the transistors which did not seem to isolate the switching of the two mosfets as
per the fed 50 Hz rate. The above idea was modified by Mr. Selim, here are the waveform details
after the modifications. Disregard the frequencies as they are incorrect due low sampling
speeds else it gets too slow on the ipad. At higher sampling freqs 20Mhz the PWM looks quite
impressing. Here's how the finalyzed circuit should look according to me. I keep reading your
blogs and continue experimenting on the breadboard. I have tried the zener-diode approach
no-luck , CMOS gates and, much better, op-amps worked best. Btw the noise goes if you clamp
it with a 0. As soon as I put a load on the secondary coil, it's voltage drops to 0VAC with only a
slight increase in input DC amps. The Mosfets don't even try to draw more amps. Perhaps some
mosfet drivers like IR see below could help? Although in high spirits, I feel that PWM might not
be as straight forward as hoped. It definitely is good to control torque on dc motors at low pwm
freqs. However when the 50 Hz signal gets chopped at higher freq, it for some reason looses
power or the PWMd mosfet can't deliver the needed high amps on the primary coil to keep the
VAC going under load. I've found another schematic which is very closely related to yours,
except PWM. You might have seen this one before. It looks like it can deliver the power across.
It looks complicated but actually is not too bad, what do you think? I will try to simulate the
control circuit and let you how it looks. Some very interesting modifications and information
were provided by Miss Nuvem, one of the dedicated readers of this blog, let's learn them below:.
I am Miss Nuvem and I'm working in a group that is building some of your circuits during an
event about sustentable living in Brazil and Catalonia. You have to visit some day. I've been
simulating your Grid-Tie Inverter Circuit, and I'd like to suggest a couple of modifications to the
last design that you had on your post. This was happening whenever the Control voltage at pin
11 would go higher than the Vcc voltage due to the drop across D4. My solution was to add two
1n diodes in series between the rectifier and the control voltage. You might be able to get away
with just one diode, but I am using two just to be safe. Another problem I was having was with
the Vgs for T1 and T2 not being very symmetric. T1 was fine, but T2 was not oscillating all the
way up to Vcc values because whenever T3 was on, it was putting 0. I fixed this by putting a 4. I
think any value higher than that works, but I used 4. I hope this makes sense. I am attaching an
image of the circuit with these modifications and the simulation results that I am getting with
LTspice. We'll be working on this and other circuits for the next week. We will keep you
updated. If you have any circuit related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most
happy to help! Your email:. How we check the output of inverter by osciloscope? Where we
connect the oscilloscope at which both waveforms of grid and our inverter will be show? Sorry
no ideas. Iron core transformers are normally specified with voltage and current or wattage
ratings, never seen them with inductance rating. I have a question.. There is two transformers
are used in GTI tar 2p2s and tras 2p3sâ€¦. Can you please tell me the exact rating of both? And
which 1 trasnfirmer is used to supply it with grid. Rizwan, the one which is connected with the
mosfet is the inverter transformer and should be rated for the power delivery to the Grid as per
the specs. Okay sir when i will do practicle implementation i need your helpâ€¦ I will contact
youâ€¦ You are too good sirâ€¦. Thanks sir. One more thingâ€¦in diagram 2. You slect R1 R2 C1
create round 1khz frequencyâ€¦how we slect it in simulation?? Sir When i check the frequency
and Voltage from DMM it is exactly v and frequency is about 51hz But i also checked by
oscilloscope the output waveform is varying Should i connect such output with grid. Rida, the
output waveform from the transformer will be in PWM form so it will be difficult to compare it
with a sinewave. However the RMS should be exactly similar. If it responds to the external
variable voltage and the output PWMs vary accordingly then you can be sure your circuit is
working, and is OK for grid integration. The RMS value at input is Sir i made the circuit for the
5th time. Still facing the problems. Please try the second circuit from this article, this design can
be more easily understood and checked step wise. At start the frequency at output of GTI is Sir
kindly tell me the problem how can I trouble shoot it? Rida, the voltage difference is due to
harmonics which could be wrongly interpreted by a digital multimeter. An oscilloscope will be
able to tell you correctly whether the syncing is working or not. If a load is not working that
means the power transistors are not pumping the required amount of current into the
transformer, or the transformer is very low with its amp spces, or the battery is not goodâ€¦any
of these could result in a weak output. Sir the Mosfet i had used are IRF , and IRF both are same,
i had varified,, And the transformer rating of is mA if i use transformer of high rating it drops
voltage at output And battery rating 12v, 5Ah. Can you share with me any Gmail account of
yours or whatsapp no i will share with u pictures of my circuit. Rida, V mA will give an output of
6 x 0. Also the V may not be necessarily correct, it must be selected as per the average voltage
value that may be available at the output pins of the IC Sir the difference between output and
input voltages is 10v? It can be fatal or not? And the frequency at output vary from 49Hz to

51Hz? Moreover i had checked the phase sequence by connecting a bulb between the output
and input phase, the bulb glow very dim at both phases,, what can be the cause of this? This is
not the scenario that bulb glows at both phases Kindly guide me more. Rida, the frequency and
the amplitude both are synchronized from mains AC, so the values should be exactly equivalent
to the AC mains values. Your meter can show misleading results, an oscilloscope would be able
to verify it correctly. Will it be fine? Synchronization can be confirmed by checking and
comparing the RMS from the inverter transformer output and the grid mains, they must match
each other. You may use a variac and change the grid input to the GTI, this must
proportionately change the output from the inverter transformer alsoâ€¦these tests will confirm
that your inverter output is correctly synchronized with the grid voltage. I have made this
circuit.. I have got some issues.. I use 12v 5Ah battery.. I use transformer , , all transformer
gives hummm noise why this happen.. Ic1 get hot why?? It can be difficult for me to
troubleshoot the voltage drop issue because it can happen due to a mismatched transformer
specifications, or some internal inefficiency of the transformer. AS you may have understood
that the SPWM synchronization is done by comparing the triangle waves and the sine wave
from the grid. The frequency of the resultant SPWM will depend on the frequency the triangle
waves. Therefore please adjust the frequency of the respective IC so that the frequency of the
riangle waves are not more than Hz, this will create around 7 blocks on each SPWM waveform,
and help to reduce noise in the transformer. Sir my GTI gives v and my input volts are v.. And if
not what is the reason my voltages are more than Grid voltages?? Muhammad, a multimeter
might not give the right results always, you may have to confirm it with an oscilloscope, and
check whether the peak and the RMS are equal or not. Dear Swagatam, I see you are very
knowledgeable of electronics. I have a solar power system using APS brand microinverters, but
every now and then there is a blackout in the middle of the day and I have to stop working at my
computer. I would like to be able to generate a small amount of AC just for using a small
inverter or ac generator in order to disconnect my home from the grid and tickle the
microinverters into operating, as they react to the small generator. I would manually do the
switching. Would the AC generated by the microinverters destroy the tickler source? I work all
day at my computer and it would be handy to be able to work at least during daytime, in case of
a power outage. Thank you dear Salvador, you can try the following small UPS circuit that could
be powered through a small 12V 7AH battery and used for the required purpose. The design
also a includes battery charger circuit for ensuring a safe charging for your battery. Okey meu
amigo. I have dsp sine wave solar Hybrid inverter offgrid design and all. I want to convert my
solar inverter in to bidirectional inverter. That means my inverter output v will be fed to ac grid.
Thanks greens, it can be a little difficult,because to convert a normal inverter into a GTI would
require modifying the internal circuitry of the unit and insert an external PWM to it with a duty
cycle synchronized with the grid AC. I half an ups and thought if I could use it's circuit for a GTI.
Hi Aborg, the mosfet section of the uPS will need to be synchronized by appropriately tailoring
its conduction rate with respect to the AC waveformâ€¦it will need to be done quite as shown in
the second schematic from this article. Dear Sir, Mr swagatam good day. My name is Zeal Njoku
i have been trying to have you in discussion, i am lover of electronics and i have bin going
through your circuit designs so i picked interest on them. I must appreciate you for being so
king and a generous man and having such time and giving people all this lectures, i say thanks
to you. I have some issues that i will like to discuss with you out of this site, i have some ideas
that i brought up to ,my self about most inverter circuit which i want to try but i will like discuss
it with you before i will start it then after i found possibility in it after practicing for success it
can be post to your site and the explanation and diagram can be uploaded to your site so that
all can see. I will appreciate if you will send to me or type to me in my email address on
zealthehightech yahoo. I appreciate your interest, however due to lack of time and many
comments pending it would be difficult for me to discuss through email. Mr Swagatam a great
design which was implemented by you. Miss Nuvem, is it possible that I can have the. Because
me too tried this in LTPice but output simulation was not as I expected. Thank you. By the way
simulation softwares are never reliable and are no match to a human brain simulationâ€¦. As I
understand about the diagram. Any DC voltage can be a source. And the transformer is depend
also of how many power the your DC source can give right? Great job! I see there is a change
from the original load dim lights become bright. Please refer to the following article, I have
addressed the heating issue at the end of the article:. Please proceed only if you have
understood the concept well, and it's strongly recommended to do it in a stagewise manner. No
I do not have any further updates regarding the above circuit, I would appreciate if anybody
provides the test results of the same. Sureâ€¦the only missing with me is the 68k i hope i can
find this afternoon and try to blow in the evening.. OK, great! Try only those which you
understand and are able to simulate in mind, otherwise it could be a waste of money and time. I

try.. Its bustedâ€¦any way its fineâ€¦im waiting for my scope.. I will try your other design and let
see we were going to blow that one aswellâ€¦i will inform you what ever i foundâ€¦but this
oneâ€¦my 10amps transformer get hot aswell.. Hi Swagatam Majumdar Have you received a
picture yet. I have checked output bulbs but no light. I think you should first make the inverter
separately, make it to produce the required V, once it's confirmed you can proceed with the
integrations. Hi sir I checked the device by connecting 1 w bulbs. It's not light. Hi sir I'm using
one 3A power supply and 1A tranfo to check circuit. Hi Sir schematic diagram not ic OK sorry, i
confused it with the other circuitâ€¦the frequency will is locked with grid frequency so it will be
always 50Hz at the trafo output, the 1khz is for generating the PWMs, it's not relevant to the
output frequency. HI Swagatam Majumdar I checked the construction. I have a problem ,output
frequency is not 50hz. Hi khang, I can't get the picture.. Khang, use a V transformer, you will get
the required level of outputâ€¦â€¦â€¦. BC can be changed to 2N, â€¦â€¦â€¦cant troubleshoot
without seeing practically. The circuit output will follow the grid voltage proportionatelyâ€¦if the
grid voltage drops so will the output from the inverter and vice versaâ€¦so with larger loads the
output will adjust in accordance with the grid voltage. Sir, I need 10 Kw grid tied three phase
solar inverter circuit diagram. If you have please send me on "ajinkya. If you have circuit
giagram, please send me as early as possible. Dear Dharamveer, if the DC input to the circuit is
maintained at some constant, safe higher level say at 15V for a 12V system, the circuit will
automatically take care of all the other factors associated with the mains supply according to
me. I am doing my final year project with renewable energy, i prefer doing this circuit. I am
doing it for a grid of V what must be my transformer TR2's ratings? Can i have the full final
circuit? Please help, Thank you in advance. The final circuit is already updated in the above
article. The concept was designed by me but is not yet tested practically, so pls be cautioned.
How will this circuit behave to different voltages from the dc source, however its not a battery
being connected to deliver a constant voltage? I have already taken care of and have correctly
implemented waveform synchronization in the explained designs, regarding other options I
cannot say much, that will require further investigation. Imaging putting batteries in parallel for
increasing the backup time, yes, it's the current that is being added here. If we increase the
inverter voltage would load the inverter more than the AC mains input, so both counterparts
must bear equal and uniform potential sharing. That's why perfect synchronization becomes the
ultimate crucial thing in GTI systems. Changing inverter voltage specs would be difficult, you
will have to dimension your windmill output as per the inverter requirements, may be by using a
buck-boost circuit or other similar concept. Hi, the above design is yet to be verified, so I would
recommend you to first test the second last design shown above, if it performs as per the
expectations, you could go on upgrading it from thereâ€¦. The second last circuit is the finalized
design, but please note that it's only the concept which I have tried to produce, the person who
intends to build it should have a sound knowledge regarding electronics and inverters, only
then will he or she be able to implement the design correctly for practical feasibility. If your not
an expert in the field please don't even think of making such complex circuits, you will end up
wasting a lot of money and time. You'll also like: 1. What will be the primary and secondary
inductance of both transformers? Any idea sir? How we slect a resistor to create 1khz
frequency? You can use this software to find out the values! Sir please tell me about IC1 which
is used in diagram 2â€¦how i get it from proteous. Rizwan, sorry, I can only help with a practical
experiment, not for a simulation. What i type on proteous for IC Sir the Mosfet i had used are IRF
, and IRF both are same, i had varified,, And the transformer rating of is mA if i use transformer
of high rating it drops voltage at output And battery rating 12v, 5Ah Can you share with me any
Gmail account of yours or whatsapp no i will share with u pictures of my circuit. Thanks sir, I
am making a prototype mini project Anyhow thanks it helped me much. Thanks sir I will concern
again in case of any problem? It is not much easy. Hi Rida, please see the explanation which I
provided to Muhammad Imran Akbar, your question looks similar to his. Hi Muhammad, It can
be difficult for me to troubleshoot the voltage drop issue because it can happen due to a
mismatched transformer specifications, or some internal inefficiency of the transformer. The
humming noise could be due to high modulation frequency from one of the Ics. IC ,Is really
perfect for grid synchronization? The charger section can be replaced by any other suitable
battery charger circuit as desired. Thanks as i waits to see your mail soonest. Dear Zeal, I
appreciate your interest, however due to lack of time and many comments pending it would be
difficult for me to discuss through email. So please feel free express your doubts here, I'll try to
help. Hi Mr. Swagatam and Miss Nuvem, Mr Swagatam a great design which was implemented
by you. Thank you Regards Lovindu. You are welcome Lovindu, I hope Miss Nuvem will
respond and fulfill your request. I have only presented the concept only, it needs to be tested
practically for all these answers. Thanks for the great suggestion! I want to ask you a
schematic, for it is connected to the battery TR2 or mosfet? Swagatam, What normally use

transformer on TR2? Hi Barbe, yes IRF44n will work with trafo. Please proceed only if you have
understood the concept well, and it's strongly recommended to do it in a stagewise manner No I
do not have any further updates regarding the above circuit, I would appreciate if anybody
provides the test results of the same. Hi Khang, yes i have seen the pictures sent by you. Hi
Swagatam Majumdar I sent you that image on meter you have received a picture? Hi Khang,
yes, I have seen it but could not interpret muchâ€¦. Hi Swag i have a question? Why create 1kHz
instead of 50 hz in output? Hi Khang, yes you can connect it directly to a solar panel, however
the supply to the ICs must not exceed 15V. Presently i don't have it, I'll try to find itâ€¦.. The
concept was designed by me but is not yet tested practically, so pls be cautioned TR2 wattage
will be equal to the required power output from the inverter. Hi Ryner, I have already taken care
of and have correctly implemented waveform synchronization in the explained designs,
regarding other options I cannot say much, that will require further investigation. Hi Ryner,
Imaging putting batteries in parallel for increasing the backup time, yes, it's the current that is
being added here. Hi Ryner, since the involved current is varying from positive to negative
every split second, if the two counterparts are not synchronized, would result in possible
clashing of their opposite cycles in their AC phases which would in return result either in short
circuiting of the power or one of the counterparts dragging the power toward lower levels
thereby heating up the inverter devices. Dear Jose, Changing inverter voltage specs would be
difficult, you will have to dimension your windmill output as per the inverter requirements, may
be by using a buck-boost circuit or other similar concept. Hello Mr. Swagatam, I am Miss Nuvem
and I'm working in a group that is building some of your circuits during an event about
sustentable living in Brazil and Catalonia. Warm regards. Miss Nuvem. By the way, putting solar
panels in series makes more sense and is always more efficient. Hi Mohini, The second last
circuit is the finalized design, but please note that it's only the concept which I have tried to
produce, the person who intends to build it should have a sound knowledge regarding
electronics and inverters, only then will he or she be able to implement the design correctly for
practical feasibility. The following concept describes a simple yet viable solar grid tie inverter
circuit which can be modified appropriately for generating wattage from to VA and above. It's an
inverter system designed to work just like an ordinary inverter using a DC input power with an
exception that the output is fed back to the utility grid. This added power to the grid may be
intended for contributing to the ever increasing power demands and also for generating a
passive income from the utility company in accordance with their terms applicable in limited
countries only. For implementing the above process, it's ensured that the output from the
inverter is perfectly synchronized with grid power in terms of RMS, waveform, frequency and
polarity, for preventing unnatural behavior and issues. The proposed concept designed by me,
is yet another grid tie inverter circuit not verified which is even simpler and reasonable than the
previous design. TR1 drops the mains input to 12V and rectifies it with the help of the bridge
network formed by the four 1N diodes. The rectified voltage is used for powering the ICs via the
individual 1N diodes connected across the relevant pinouts of the ICs, while the associated uF
capacitors make sure that the voltage is appropriately filtered. The rectified voltage acquired
just after the bridge is also used as the processing inputs for the two ICs. Since the above
signal see the waveform image 1 is unfiltered it consists of a frequency of Hz and becomes the
sample signal for processing and enabling the required synchronization. The above comparison
enables the IC to create the intended PWM output in sync with the frequency of the grid mains.
The signal from the bridge is also fed to pin 5 which fixes the RMS value of the output PWM
precisely matching with the grid waveform see waveform 3. However at this point the output
from the is a low in power and needs to be boosted and also processed such that it replicates
and generates both the halves of the AC signal. For executing the above, the and the mosfet
stage is incorporated. The mosfets respond to the above actions from the IC and generate the
corresponding push pull effect over the connected transformer which in turn produces the
required AC mains voltage at its secondary winding. This may be implemented by supplying a
DC input to the mosftes from a renewable source or a battery. However the above voltage would
be an ordinary square wave, not corresponding to the grid waveform, until and unless we
include the network comprising the two 1N diodes connected across the gates of the mosfets
and pin 3 of IC The above network chops the square waves at the gates of the mosftes
accurately with respect to the PWM pattern or in other words it carves the square waves exactly
matching the grid AC waveform, albeit in PWM form see waveform 4. The power output can be
altered right from watts to watts or even more by appropriately dimensioning the input DC, the
mosfets and the transformer ratings. The discussed solar grid tie inverter circuit remains
operative only so long as the grid power is present, the moment utility mains fails, TR1 switches
OFF the input signals and the entire circuit comes to a halt, a situation that's strictly imperative
for grid-tie inverter circuit systems. According to Mr. Selim Yavuz the above design had a few

things which looked doubtful and needed correction, let's hear what he had to say:. I tried your
circuit on a bread board. It seems to work except pwm part. For some reason, I get a double
hump but no real pwm. Could you please help me understand how does pwm? I noticed that 2. I
believe the ramp should be much faster than that as the half wave is 10ms. May be I missed a
few things. Also, does a clean job switching happily back and forth. When you power up, the hz
clock makes the counter always start from 0. How can we assure that it always in phase with the
grid? Thanks for the update. You are absolutely correct, the triangle waves should be much
higher in frequency compared to the modulation input at pin 5. For this we could go for a
separate Hz approximately IC astable for feeding pin2 of the pwm IC This will solve all the
issues according to me. The should be clocked via Hz received from bridge rectifier and its
pin3, pin2 should be used for driving the gates and pin4 connected to pin This will ensure
perfect synchronization with the mains frequency. The above diagram has been redrawn below
with distinct part numbers and jumper notations. A major issue with the above design faced by
many of the constructors was the heating up of one of the mosfets during the GTI operations. A
possible cause and remedy as suggested by Mr. Hsen is presented below. The proposed
correction in the mosfet stage as recommended by Mr. Hsen is also enclosed here under,
hopefully the said modifications will help control the issue permanently:. Therefore I insist, a
more powerful driver the CD must be incorporated, and the series resistance should be of a
much lower value. Another thing to consider is that at the junction of the resistor and the gate
should not be another added element, and in this case I see going to the diodes So I think that
the mosfet heats because it is oscillating and not because of the output transformer. Excuse
me, but my concern is that your project succeed because I feel very good and it is not my
intention to criticize. As per the suggestions from Mr Hsen, the following BJT buffer could be
employed for ensuring that the mosfets are able to work with better safety and control. If you
have any circuit related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help!
Your email:. Your email address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers
my comment. Hello sir. I have a problem of my own though. I need to run a fridge directly from
the solar panels without using batteries. The total series voltage I get is volts. Can you please
help me with a circuit to achieve this. Thank you very much sir. Thank you Abel for liking my
posts and visiting this site! Can you please provide the voltage and wattage specifications of
the fridge, is V rated or V? Hello Swagatam, my doubt is that the output phase of the inverter is
the same as the network. And you would not have to have a transformer with voltage higher
than the mains. Anyway I think I can use the circuit outside the network using only the
sinusoidal reference, to have a pure output. I liked your project, thank you. The secondary side
can be a V or V it does not need to be changed. I appreciate the effort and time that goes into
making this website. Hi sir How we create resitor and capcitor round 1khz frequency as our
inverter requirement? Good day sir.. Can you give me the link of clear and efficiant grid tie
inverter for proteous simulation. I just want to ask if this ckt was already tested and
runningâ€¦becoz I want to build this also.. Rida, this project is a significantly complex project
and therefore it will need to be implemented stepwise or stagewise, very carefully. First you
must build a normal inverter circuit using the three IC s, and a single IC and try to get V output
from the transformerâ€¦once this is confirmed after that you can proceed with the grid
transformer integration, and further on. Hi Mayur, the pin 3 produces positive and negative
outputs alternately while oscillating, we only want the negative output to act on the gates of the
mosfets, so that during the negative outputs the mosfets get switched OFF, here the positive
outputs are not relevant, because the positives is already coming from the IC pins, we only need
the negatives from the IC to react on the gates for creating the chopping effect. That is why the
diodes are introduced in the reverse biased condition. Hi Mega, TR2 voltage rating should be
slightly lower than the battery voltage and the current 5 times less than the battery AH. I am also
trying to design Grid-Tie Inverter and reached this article by googling. I need to ask if any of you
finally got a successful working inverter? If yes can you guys please share the details of the
working design? Thank you, have only recently become interested in the GTI, for me it was very
interesting and timely. I am very interested in your article, I place a lot of problems like this. I
want to learn a lot from your article. I've seen articles that you provide. I want to ask, the battery
was connected to the mosfet leg or TR? The voltage may be tweaked at the start before the
integration with the grid by adjusting the preset at pin5 of the first IC. Once this is adjusted to
the level of the grid, the output could be joined with the grid and rest will be automatically
monitored and adjusted by the circuit itself, hopefully. Hello mr. Swagatam: According to my
understanding the cd is not enough to drive the MOSFETs gates models While by no current
GATE, however this has a very high capacity parallel, and when working in this capacity derives
high frequency excitation energy to gnd. Therefore it should employ a driver to excite said
MOSFETs, and also the series resistance should be no more than 10 or 20 ohms. Hello Hsen,

thanks you may be correct, but according to me the problem could be due to incorrect loading
at the output of the trafo due to the absence of a neutral terminal. Moreover only one of the
mosfets gets hot and only when the inverter is connected with the grid, so I am suspecting the
problem to be with the secondary section of the trfao. Hi Swagatam majumdar i have a idea. If
possible I'll try to post it. HI Swagatam Majumdar I have one idea about the problem on grid. It
makes circuit at any time also works on grid. Hi mate i attached the much clearer video just.
Skip to 1. Thanks mate,now it's crystal clear, by the way how did you connect the watt meter? Hi
mate i attached the video of my meter moving backwardâ€¦its too slow as my battry is little
damaged not enough voltage alsoâ€¦. Hi rto make sure your wattmeter is in enough hieght and
90degrees angleâ€¦its wierd but kilowattmeterâ€¦using at home seem afected by earth
magnetismâ€¦for me i put it atleast more than one meter and 90degreess angglesâ€¦all become
wow..!!! And when for example brown out or no electricity your grid tie will not provide voltage
or light from your home but when you see your wattmeter it spin doubleâ€¦in speed.. Hi mate..
For the readers.. Swagatam: I watched again your diagram and I am firmly convinced that the
gates of the MOSFETs will reach a modulating signal HF PWM and not a simple signal 50 cs,
therefore I insist, must be incorporated a more powerful driver the CD, and the series resistance
should be of a much lower value. Yours affectionately, hsen. OK, thank you very much Mr.
Hsen, I'll update the information soon in the above article with the suggested corrections. HI
Barbe I've been checking the conversation can you send me the finalized design of the circuit
so I can try , I Only have a Multimeter so I Cant Improvise that's why I'm asking the finalized
diagram and parts list. I just copy the concept from ur design and look for the work of and â€¦
So insted of using relay as its noisy and soon be burn better optocuopler on and off light
onlyâ€¦. But the tempting here mate is that is actually the kilowatt meter moving backward even
digitalâ€¦the only problem i have is that my kilowatt meter using for testing is hve some kind of
lock after one round it just not moving but the main kilowatt meter is doing backwardâ€¦can u
please help me on this to remove that one.. Hi swag, the caused of unbalanced voltage from pin
2 and 3 is one of my diode from PWM got leaked. Now, the voltage is equal. I have another
problem is when I test the voltage using analog tester of pin 2 and 3 of IC , i see the pulses.
When 1 diode from disconnect either from pin 2 or 3 the pulse is not visible. Hi RTO, the same
of what i getâ€¦if you have scope u will see to much interfernceâ€¦im not sure but need some
filter some wher. I attached the gti without tr1 base on swg design,,,is working.. Barbe, you can
also try using BJTs as shown in the following article. BJTs are much easier to handle than
mosfets and are much cheaper. I see it was dangerous because of Gate connecting directly to
an AC source. There's no portion in the circuit which is unsafe, I have taken care of everything,
you can specify the points which you feel are doubtfulâ€¦ I'll explain it to you with reasons.. I
consider mate the suggestion of khangâ€¦igbt is much safer in inverterâ€¦!!! Base on my
reserch toâ€¦he have alot of advantageâ€¦specially on inverterâ€¦!!! Actually this design is
already working just need some touch up i would suggest try khang the second design of swag
with 2 icâ€¦!!! That one is workingâ€¦i try that one already.. Be caution if you want to try the third
designâ€¦on the spot.. Hi khangâ€¦i think you are correct and eliminate the tr1 then used ic as a
switch then single for the pwm then or never mind the is optional work with single only that will
work for changing input voltageâ€¦i seen that one in scopeâ€¦i will try that one base with the
design of swagâ€¦ Im just busy at the moment with my solar panelâ€¦ I need to install my
gtiâ€¦watts i buy from onlineâ€¦hahahâ€¦though the design that im working at the moment is
perfect already but im not yet finish with the relay incase there is some no power some engineer
working outside they can probubly get hurtâ€¦so try the QC one alreadyâ€¦but your suggestion
is actually working i seen that with my friend similar with swag designâ€¦may be he actually
copy it from him but that guy.. One of mosfet that connected on pin 3 is hotter than the other. I
just check the voltage from pin 2 and 3, the pin 2 voltage is 7v and the pin 3 is 4v. My output
transformer voltage is half of grid voltage. Hi Swagatam Majumdar a good idea I have a
question. Solar power has always changed, the solar voltage from Hi Khang, yes that's exactly
what we have tried to do in RTO's circuit, you can check it out here:. Swag, I would like to try
your circuit. Can I use this mosfet? I thnk rto is correct.. Hi Swag, i attached a link before a
design work perfect with zero neutral aswell i only used normal caps as filter to the output. Hi
Barbe, that's great, by the way how did to check the results whether it's adding the required
amps to the grid? I used wattmeter mateâ€¦public will read this but.. Hi Swag, the design is : ,
busted first try burnt the mosfet instantly also the second and thrd design.. That's sad mate, but
somehow I feel that the mosfets could be burning due to some unknown reason, not because of
the grid integration, because with the neutral now added, things should become much safer. I'm
also follower on this project. I had read your conversation with barbe, seems the circuit is still
not stable. Please see the schematic diagram and the actual project. Yellow Tester is the Amp
usage from input. Black Tester is the voltage input. I post these diagrams soon in the above

article or may be I'll create a new article out of this. A center tap at the secondary would solve
the problem. The only problem is the efficiency. I hooked up watts solar panel on it and I only
got 92 watts peak output. The only one feature that may be lacking in your design is the voltage
control features, there's no arrangement that would tie the grid voltage level with the inverter
voltage levelâ€¦presently the inverter voltage is solely dependent on the transformer ratingâ€¦.
Ah ok mate thanksâ€¦i made the primary bigger as wellâ€¦im working with the board nowâ€¦let
seeâ€¦i but one cheap wattmeter aswellâ€¦to verify xsactly the workâ€¦! I keep u posted what
ever i foundâ€¦. Hi mateâ€¦i dont know actually if it is crucial or its fine.. Hi mate, it doesn't
matter much, we just need some decent margin so that the voltage can be tweaked and
synchronized using this margin, that's why we need a trafo having voltage lower than the
battery voltage which will facilitate setting of the output voltage right from V to V, ofcourse this
whole margin won't be usedâ€¦â€¦so may be even a V trafo will work, but would provide a better
and bigger margin for the adjustments. Yeah mate into the grid and not in the gridâ€¦. Its
another design i found in the netâ€¦im curious as its only transformerâ€¦like basicâ€¦but is
actually work mate perfect frequency also not bad.. In your desgn im goin to used 6 0 6â€¦. Let
see mate what will happen im starting to make layout on the board.. Sure mateâ€¦the
potentionmeter im gonna na used 10k no prob? Or i need lower than that or higher i have k and
10k with me? What u think mate. Or what should be the reading or any specific resistance into it
mate?? Barbe, I would recommend that you first try the second last deign and confirm the
results by tweaking the preset etc, after that you can proceed with the last design which is
rather a risky one. Sure mate, the scope looks great to me, you can buy it and use it for all
frequency related jobsâ€¦. Hi mate, i have delay in making your design.. Ok then mate.. Hi Mate, i
have little confusion on my project regarding phaseâ€¦polarity. I attached the link to find more
easy to explain to you what i mean.. Is it ok even like this right,.. For long years i already forgot
the banking and polarity of transformer. To be honest mate my job is different from what i really
love to do and my hobby i work in fitness companyâ€¦while at home im doing this hobby.. In the
GTI explained above, both the outputs will ofcourse show a LIVE response since the terminals
are changing polarity 50 times per second, so your line-tester will show a glow on these
terminals. However in our home we don't face this issue, rather find one of the terminals to be in
a non-active state which we call the neutral point. In the above design there's no neutral and
that's exactly why we are reeling with the problem and were unable to find the solution so far.
That's it, once we do this the problem will be solved once for all. I'll update the diagram soon.
Please check attched link for further analysisâ€¦what you think of this designâ€¦? At this
moment im trying to figure out still whats going but still stable then notâ€¦the waveform is not
continues sometimes is just cut off.. Thanks mateâ€¦this is AC caps rightâ€¦.. On Thnks. Thanks
mate i will check that one still not hundred percent successâ€¦sometimes ok sometimes not..!!
So also im going back to the book and read a little to understand much bout the circuitâ€¦! Hi
Mate, i need your help on this one they said its actually working GTI the issue is they remove
the capacitor value.. Im actually wanna try dis one while waiting for your next designâ€¦also
xcited with that one.. Hi Swag i found some diagram in the net but not sure about thisâ€¦i will
attached below the link for your analysis may be this could give an idea? By the way i will
continue on this one and try to find something.. Thanks mate! The diagrams make sense
doubtâ€¦but can't really confirm until checked practically, it also incorporates a trafo although
it's synchronized and guarded by triacs so definitely looks a better one. Quick question i will
eliminate for the moment the big transfo and power up the circuit using the the small 12vdc
supply i think thats is the safest wAy.. Anyway if you have updated design let see aswell that
oneâ€¦electronics sometimes need a cup of coffee coz of the headache but cant give upâ€¦coz
of the challengeâ€¦. Hi Mateâ€¦i think im going to stop thisâ€¦i think need more studies need no
makeâ€¦output is pure sinewave connected to grid.. I dont know where to troubleshoot because
the frequecy sometimes is cut off and work againâ€¦i cant get a picture as all is so quickâ€¦i try
to do it again but the same issue happens.. Hi mate, the output of the above design is perfectly
in tune with the grid AC and is a sinewave, although it's PWM based. I think here the culprit
could be the transformer, which I thing should be completely eliminated, because different sets
of winding could interpret the input differently no matter how much the s try to synchronize the
grid data. However with no transformer the output stage will need to be a full bridge network
using four mosfets. I change the zener diode on going to the mosfet 12vâ€¦but i did not put the
zeners to all the icâ€¦seems all the voltage stableâ€¦both mosfet are in normal
temperatureâ€¦diode from transfomer is normalâ€¦. That's great mate, hopefully the scope will
solve all issues that we are facing right now, best wishes to you. Hoping for that mate.. At this
time seems stable but i cant light up 10 watts light bulb but i think my battery is not in good
shape for all the miss i madeâ€¦. Anyway, how about my request mate the arc welding
machineâ€¦i've watch in yourube the smallest welding maching im wondering maybe its some

kind of voltage doubler not sureâ€¦all i know is the old transformer typeâ€¦but know there are
using inverter type.. I am finding it difficult to find a working circuit with no obsolete parts. I'll
keep trying and let you know if I find one. I got electric shock on the other cableâ€¦hahah.. Hi
Swagâ€¦44N Mosfet is better than nâ€¦and also I spray an insulation varnish on the board and
cable to prevent staticâ€¦seems ok knowâ€¦I found the neutral aswell.. Hi Swag, just update
sometimes it just not working for no reason.. Thanks barbe. Hi Barbe, the idea is simple, the
voltage from the inverter should be in-sync with the gridâ€¦that's the main idea behind any GTI.
If the voltages are synchronized, both the counterparts will "shakehands" and serve the
purpose as intended. According to the rule when two identical voltage sources are connected
together with correct polarity, the net effect is zero and they won't interact negatively, in this
situation the currents of the two counterparts would be simply added. So the first thing you
need to do is confirm whether both the outputs are synchronized or not using an oscilloscope.
Quick question mateâ€¦on the diagram is the in anode is also connected to pin 2 of IC2 and the
cathode is on pin 5 yeah? Yes i can confirmed it is working out of the gridâ€¦the only issue was
the one mosfet is hotter compare to the other one which just normal temperatureâ€¦? Thanks
Mate. Hi Swag, Thanks for the infoâ€¦ I attached a imaged that maybe a helpful or reason why
the mosfet is so hotâ€¦could you please if this correctâ€¦. Barbe, I am afraid that's not
correctâ€¦. Hi Swag, do you think the polarity of the trnsformer may have an effect on this
issueâ€¦on 12 0 12? You can do this by connecting a lamp to it. If the lamp lights up brightly
would confirm its working. Next while integrating it to the grid, connect a lower wattage lamp in
series with one of the output terminals of the trafo. Barbe as mentioned in the article I'm
suggesting all these through my assumptions only, and have never confirmed all these
practicallyâ€¦so please be cautious about it. Hi swag, my 12 0 12 burnâ€¦and my my mosfet that
is always very hot also burnâ€¦the primary But secondary vac is ok?? Please if you have any
suggestion pleaseâ€¦pleaseâ€¦. Regarding the mosfet connected to pin Still to hotâ€¦i also add
another 6amps diode but still hotâ€¦i even reduce the zener to 6v. Im wondering why the voltage
sometimes is vac.. No idea mate: , try checking the gate voltages of the mosfets, are they
equal? You mean no need for the zener diode since the is already inâ€¦. The only concern to me
is pin5 of since later im goin to connect it ti 18dc so if i use it will protectedâ€¦??? Hi swagâ€¦i
also put now a 12v zener diode supply goin to both icâ€¦but do i need to put 12v zener diode on
ic 1 pin 5â€¦and i see some improvement the output ac increase to vac and when i put the. Hi
Barbe, pin5 may not require a 12V, however with 12V being used for powering the s we cannot
use a 18v trafo otherwise the grid-tie handshake will not workâ€¦. Hi swagâ€¦some issueâ€¦when
i put the. Any suggestion please. Hi Barbe, a slight noise will be heard due to Magnetostriction
effect, but the inclusion will help to reduce bad frequencies from entering the grid and produce
cleaner sine waves. You have any suggestion to eliminate the voltage on the output
neutralâ€¦??? Hi Swag, sorry for the comfusionâ€¦you mean after the diode i will 1k in series to
the pin16 of ic and zener diode connected to ground and connected aswell to pin16â€¦. Correct
me if im wrong. Barbe, the zener connection is correct but it will fry without a 1k resistor from
the supply. Hi Swag.. Hi Barbe, the junction of pin16 and the 12V zener should be connected to
the 1N via a 1k resistorâ€¦. Sureâ€¦i will do that and keep you posted on the updateâ€¦!!! How
bout my request manâ€¦arc welding machine how can i make 18v secondary and amps on a
small transformer to weldâ€¦i have some burn transfo her at my accomodation im planning to
make one to use to handle my solar panelâ€¦. Thanks in advance manâ€¦in advance if u dont
min are you a professor in engeneering or are professional scientist something like that u have
a lot of knowledgeâ€¦!! Youve said 6 0 6â€¦ I use 12 0 12 for 12voltsâ€¦but later i will connect it to
18vdc 50watts.. Hi Swagâ€¦juz my imagination do you think 2nos. Of ic much better.. I just los
3of my Its work perfectâ€¦and the next time i check its just not working and is goneâ€¦:. Hi
Barbe, connect the supply to pin16 of iC through a 1k resistor and connect a 12V zener across
pin16 and ground, this will prevent the IC from blowing off due to high voltage. Hi swagâ€¦sorry
pin 2 and my got damgedâ€¦i juz replace with new one its working againâ€¦hope we can make it
perfect soon this one mateâ€¦.. Hi Swagâ€¦ Again its not working.. I dont know why??? Hi
Swagâ€¦as you've saidâ€¦I put Diode on mosfetâ€¦The response was perfect. I attached the
photoâ€¦. But, Still little have issue hereâ€¦both output live and neutral of the transformer have
voltage.. I think neutral must be zero and vac live. So I have a doubt to connect to main grid yet.
Also, when I used 10watts bulb it glows perfect and even increase the voltage to Vac but when I
put my soldering iron 35watts the inverter juz stop working output turn to Zero and after I
removed its back to normalâ€¦I don't know whyâ€¦? The neon tester could show confusing
results due to the high harmonics that could be present i the AC content of the inverter. In order
to negate this you may try adding a 0. In the image i can see quite a small battery being used,
for a 35watt load you would require at least a 10AH fully charged batteryâ€¦. Hi Swag, please
check below image if my understanding is correct. Also for both mosfet i need to do it correct.

Yep the polarity and positioning are absolutely correct, but the gate diodes should be 12V zener
diodesâ€¦. Sureâ€¦i will do thatâ€¦let you know laterâ€¦about the success if ever but i think it will
workâ€¦your the brain of all of thisâ€¦Im just a crazy hobbyst but not like a designer with a gift
like you. Till next time mateâ€¦. Also if you dont mind appreciated if you could design portable
arc welding machine with a small transformer onlyâ€¦Thanks in advance for thatâ€¦. Thank you
Barbe, wish you all the best. If possible i'll surely try to update the arc welding circuit soon in
this blog. I Swagatatam, the normal operation of this inverter should have vac output even not
connected to the grid or when its not connected to the grid should not have outputâ€¦l? When
its no output the Z44N mosfet become to hot.. Hi swagatam, appreciate if you could provide me
the value of the two mosfet as per 12 0 12 10amps, and c3 value. Thanks for your help. The
previous design was busted is not actually work at allâ€¦the mosfet got burn though i follow all
what in the diagram its become to hotâ€¦i dont even have a chance to check the issue but no
output of vacâ€¦. Hi Swagatamâ€¦is this the same with the previous circuitâ€¦this one look
simplierâ€¦is this operational? Hi Barbe, yes it is simpler since it uses the IC configured to
generate sine wave equivalent to grid specifications in a Pulse position modulation mode
instead of pulse width modulation. Hi Khang, the shown transformers are iron core type, so you
can use ordinary step-up trafos for them. I am afraid it's not been tested yet completely, Mr.
Selim has tried it though but hasn't confirmed the results. I have updated the finalized
designâ€¦.. Swagatam, this circuit in August had not yet been tested Do you know if maybe this
time someone has tried it and if you have made changes? Swagatam excuceme if I cause
trouble, but as I am interested in that I want to loop as shown in the schematic, for this reason I
want to know: in the part that is marked 1 mA between the emitter of T1 and R6 which device is
this and the other clarification is what is the value of C3 and whether polarized or not. Cabrera,
you can use any desired transformer as per the load requirements for this designâ€¦. Swagatam
need some answers on this circuit. Swagatam me interested in this circuit for energy saving but
I have some questions. As coupling that this investor has the same voltage that has the mains
and what is the voltage at which the transformer should I do that attaches to the network if it is
volts AC. What's a grid tie inverter It's an inverter system designed to work just like an ordinary
inverter using a DC input power with an exception that the output is fed back to the utility grid.
You'll also like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are
related to the above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Search Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. It looks great! You can
definitely use it to make a 5kva inverter. Hi Rizwan, sorry I do not have any other design other
than the above ones. Good day Sinoda, D1 is a 2. I appreciate your interest and I am Happy to
help! Hi Sinoda, it is not tested by me yet, but other readers have tested it successfully. Please
let me know if you face any problemsâ€¦. It would help me to prevent reinveting the weel
Regards, Faisal. Any update on this design? Possible person benefit me how what kind of plug
which is based. Hi, may i know witch circuit is working? Thanks, Oliver. Same here, my killowatt
meter running backward only 1 round then stopped. Thank you. I have no idea about
wattmeters, let me research more, will update you once I get well versed. Hi barbe, I made the
second design which is two What value you are using on C3? Is that normal pulses from pin 2
and 3 are visible on analog tester? Hi RTO, pluses will not be visible under any condition. You'll
be able to measure only the average voltage levels at these points. Hi sir I was student of
electronics, that is my opinion thank's. Khang, Q1, Q2 are rated to work at V, so it's fine to use
them in that way. Hi Swag, I made your circuit using pwm and the results are.. Hi RTO, the pins
of should have same voltage outputs, because there's no reason for it to produce different
voltages. Hi Swag, I'm also follower on this project. Thanks RTO, I can't believe it. Can it be so
simple?? It looks great, though. I would require more feedbacks from you regarding the design.
I'll try to update the full bridge version soon, but it could be a bit complicated, after seeing your
design I have lost interest in the other complex designs and want to see how it can be improved
further. Is the one i show u beforeâ€¦the IGBT and four control transfo mate. OK mate thanks, if
you can show me the new schematic, I can probably suggest something. Let's hope the new
mod in the last two diagrams above solves the issue. Hope we get it perfect this timeâ€¦:. Im
goin to try the first oneâ€¦ And let you knowâ€¦. Ah sorry mateâ€¦not this oneâ€¦i mean this
oneâ€¦. Also im having issue in finding the p channel mosfetâ€¦.!!! You have any suggestion.
Sure mate i will do thatâ€¦im preparing the partsâ€¦and let see againâ€¦ I have list of mosfet â€¦..
Hi Mate what is the value of the TR3, and the other Mosfet? Hi Mate, i think we have missed a
crucial point in the whole issue. THe remedy is simple, use a center tapped winding at the
secondary side of the trafo. Hi Mate, Please check attched link for further analysisâ€¦what you
think of this designâ€¦? Thanks in advance for your help. I think im going back to the
breadboardâ€¦it much more easy to checkâ€¦. Im just tired yesterday mateâ€¦i will start again
todayâ€¦ Quick question i will eliminate for the moment the big transfo and power up the circuit

using the the small 12vdc supply i think thats is the safest wAy.. Total damaged 10nos.
Transformer And also the diode is very hot tooâ€¦. I think here the culprit could be the
transformer, which I thing should be completely eliminated, because different sets of winding
could interpret the input differently no matter how much the s try to synchronize the grid data
However with no transformer the output stage will need to be a full bridge network using four
mosfets. Hi Barbe, by the way I thought you would first confirm the various stages using the
oscilloscope and only after verifying them all you would go for a grid-tie?? Hi Swag,â€¦ Any idea
why im getting this reading i attached the link below, s Hi Barbe, where are you getting this
voltage, across which points? Hi Swag as an update i attached a link below, s At this time
seems stable but i cant light up 10 watts light bulb but i think my battery is not in good shape
for all the miss i madeâ€¦ Anyway, how about my request mate the arc welding machineâ€¦i've
watch in yourube the smallest welding maching im wondering maybe its some kind of voltage
doubler not sureâ€¦all i know is the old transformer typeâ€¦but know there are using inverter
type.. Hi Barbe, at 18v the ICs could get damaged, not sure how you are getting the results?? I
hope you got the idea mate;. No, the IRF or any mosfet will work, it's not the mosfets that may
be creating problems. Hi Swag, Thanks for the infoâ€¦ I attached a imaged that maybe a helpful
or reason why the mosfet is so hotâ€¦could you please if this correctâ€¦ s Hi Barbe, yes polarity
is crucial, I have suggested this in the other article. First confirm whether your inverter is
working correctly without connecting it to the grid. Good luck mate:. Thanks Barbe. Hi Swag,
â€¦is not workingâ€¦so i turn back to zener diode its working great. Another issue why thus
mosfet no. OK Barbe no problem, zeners look more appropriate. Hi Barbe, the zener and the 1k
connections are spot onâ€¦. Please for suggestion. Barbe, it's the opposite that I meantâ€¦ is not
required with zener in place. In this case we will have to go for a V trafo and a 12V batt:D. Hi
Swag, i attached the link of the caps i put, s Hi Barbe,yes it will drop a bit but not to this extent,
a 50V drop is acceptable not above this, try reducing the to 0. Hi Barbe, a slight noise will be
heard due to Magnetostriction effect, but the inclusion will help to reduce bad frequencies from
entering the grid and produce cleaner sine waves if you have an oscilloscope you can watch the
effects. I did as I notice on so I copyâ€¦. Thanks mate, yes I am working on that design and will
try
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to produce it soon in my blog. I am just an hobbyist like you who has been busy in the field
since childhood, nothing much:. Sure mateâ€¦no probâ€¦i will do that after workâ€¦!!! Let you
know once its done.. No problem barbe, take your own time, I appreciate your efforts. I attached
the photoâ€¦ s Ok man Thanksâ€¦. Thanks s Hi Barbe, try putting diodes in series with the
drains of the mosfets. Hi Swagatam, This is good news.. Thanks Again. Good job Barbe. I'll
update the image soon in the above article. Hi Swagâ€¦I just have little issue.. It looks a viable
design to me. Hi sir transformer TR2 ferrit trans change to EI trans. Hi Swagatam, can i use
insted of ? Hi Oiver, yes can be used here. Hi Swagatam, what about the frequency? Hi Oliver,
yes, frequency is also synced with the grid frequency. Hi Swagatam, can you explain how to get
auto frequency from grid base on curcuit diagram. Cabrera, the 1mA symbol is nothing but an
arrow mark, ignore it. Hi Roger, No, it's not a tested design.

